In the analysis .of their 1 H(d,d*)p data at 52.3 MeV, they identified the separate contributions to the cross section from the production of singlet and triplet np pairs, (dO'/cill) = (dO'jdQ) s + . (dO'/dQ) t. (1) They found that between 8 = 85° and 150° the production of singlet pairs exceeded t.hat of trrfhet pairs (Enp ~ 1 MeV) , ·with the ratio (dO'jdQ) /(dO/cill)t reaching a value of about 10 near 120°. Thus, even though ~he angular dependence of (dO'/cill) was similar in shape to that of the elastic cross section, the d* pr~uction cross-section (given in eq. (1)) showed little resemblance to the elastic angular distribution Furthermore, the recent exact three-body calculation of Kluge et al.S) very nicely reproduces the ratio of the singlet to triplet d* production cross section~ for Enp = 0.
We can, in the same way, express our analyzing power results a.s the sum of the singlet and triplet d* production contributions,
We then see, from the similar angular distributions of Ay,d* and A 1 ~· shown in Fig. 1 
